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This paper addresses two interrelated issues concerning travel writing.  The first is the 

question of the connection between travel writing and fiction, a question partly about 

genre, partly about ethics; a question which might be said to have dogged travel 

writing since its inception, whenever you take that inception to have been.  The 

second issue concerns how, as critics, we might begin to read travel writing with more 

critical distance; might move away from that position on the writer’s shoulder which 

travel writing tends to create for its readers. 

It is suggested that the history of the genre of travel writing (yet to be written) 

might be important for understanding that fraught relationship with fiction – a 

suggestion which moves the discussion back to the early eighteenth century.  Travel 

writing is closely related to a number of other non-fiction genres: autobiography, 

testimony, investigative journalism, ethnography, memoir.  But it is travel writing’s 

association with the novel which brings it into that difficult area where truth and 

fiction meet – to use a neutral verb, at least to start with; and the relationship between 

travel writing and the novel took its modern disposition in the early eighteenth 

century.  It is also suggested that intertextuality can help provide that necessary 

critical distance, but that since travel writing is often so explicitly intertextual, 

‘history’ in its more general meaning is most effectively introduced through an 

analysis of partially denied or unacknowledged intertexts. 
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These issues are addressed via a reading of Bruce Chatwin’s In Patagonia and its 

intertexts.  There are several reasons for this procedure.  If you asked most people, 

critics and readers, which was the most important travel book of the second half of the 

twentieth century, the consensus would probably be In Patagonia: not necessarily the 

best, but the travel book which did most to encourage other young writers of talent to 

travel and write; which raised the intellectual and popular profile of the genre; and 

which continues to be one of the most widely read and taught travel books.  So the 

paper asks just what it might tell us about the genre of travel writing that In Patagonia 

became, and to a large extent remains, its archetypal text.  As I write, it is exactly a 

quarter of a century since Chatwin went to Patagonia, and twenty-three years since his 

book was published, which gives just enough of a further historical dimension to 

enable, in the final part of the paper, the gauging of a shift within the discussions of 

the relationship between travel writing and fiction which has taken place since the late 

1970s.  In Patagonia was central to that earlier stage of the debate because Chatwin 

made such a point of denying that In Patagonia was a travel book at all, a denial 

which must at least complicate any attempt to situate the book at the centre of the 

genre of travel writing, but which also – less obviously – provides a useful connection 

back to the early eighteenth century.  Chatwin emphasised his own debts to writers 

like Mandelstam, Hemingway, and Robert Byron, all genuine enough influences, but I 

focus here on his more particularly Patagonian predecessors in an attempt to gauge 

something of the historical resonance of Patagonia as a destination. 

 

1 

So, why Patagonia?  Why this place, which at roughly the same time as it extracted 

Chatwin from London was also drawing Paul Theroux from Medford, Massachusetts?  

What map of the world does travel to this place imply?  Part of the answer must have 

to do with distance.  There is no minimum distance laid down for travel in the travel 

writer’s handbook, but the late twentieth century demanded a good deal of distance, a 

demand Patagonia had responded to in the previous century by getting itself called the 

‘uttermost part of the earth’, a phrase which will need revisiting.  Along with distance 

goes what is factored into competitive diving as ‘degree of difficulty’.  Pottering 

around the Andes or island-hopping in the Pacific was in the 1970s simply not 
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difficult enough; but, equally, confronting real danger in the Antarctic or Himalayas 

was rather too serious: extreme travel (and its writing) was not yet as popular as it 

would later become.  The archetype demanded something like 4.3 on a five point 

scale of difficulty: enough in the way of long solitary walks and flooded rivers to 

induce admiration for endurance, but not the surfeit of risk which might overwhelm 

the ultimately social nature of the travelling experience.  As a “zone of travel” for the 

late twentieth century, Patagonia rated alongside places like Central Asia, or the 

highlands of New Guinea, or the deserts of Australia, as being the right distance away 

from the metropolitan centres, and with a climate and terrain which promised some 

difficulty without real danger.1 

So in the choice of Patagonia – as one would expect of an archetype – Chatwin’s 

book charts something of a middle course within the genre.  That is true also of its 

index of sociability.  On one side are the kinds of travellers who seek the essence of 

travel in solitude and hardship; on the other side those, like Naipaul say, for whom the 

only point in travelling is to talk to other people and hear how they view the world.  

Chatwin’s middle course consists, typically, of a long solitary walk which ends with 

his unexpected arrival at an isolated house where he imposes himself on the owners 

and extracts a meal and a bed and some material for his book, leaving bright and early 

the next morning. 

This method of travel and collection of material has a particular limitation which 

again makes Patagonia a prime destination: it can only be successful if the host 

families speak English.  Naipaul is perfectly happy, but untypical, in his use of local 

translators in Islamic countries.  Chatwin, the archetype, demands the immediacy of 

personal contact; and Patagonia offers that very particular kind of colonial history 

which drew English-speaking settlers in the nineteenth century, and where even the 

local Argentine and Chilean ruling classes are frequently still bi-lingual; so he could 

have a measure of exoticism while still conversing in English.2 

The final attraction that Patagonia offers is a set of intertexts and literary 

associations.  In Patagonia Revisited, Chatwin and Theroux have a fine time trying to 

outdo each other in their learned references to Patagonia – Shakespeare, Melville, 

Dante, Coleridge, Poe, etc.3  It is one of the paradoxes of travel writing that the 

ideology of the integrity of the traveller’s experience, that supposedly unmediated 
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interface between the traveller and ‘otherness’, is these days almost always mediated 

in practice by references to earlier travellers, to such an extent that books ‘in the wake 

of’, or ‘in the footsteps of’ constitute a whole sub-genre in themselves: the ‘ambulant 

gloss’ as Charles Nicholl calls it.4 

 

2 

Chatwin’s most clearly acknowledged intertext to In Patagonia, which he draws on 

freely, is the writings of his grandmother’s cousin, Charley Milward, a sailor 

shipwrecked on the Patagonian coast in 1898, who never went home.  So important 

was Milward to Chatwin that he apparently copied material from Milward’s journals 

surreptitiously and against the explicit request of his cousin in Santiago, who owns 

Milward’s papers.  Milward offers Chatwin the three e’s: eccentricity, exile, and 

Englishness, all key elements in Chatwin’s travel writing – and arguably in most 

contemporary English travel writing.5  Milward also offers a personal connection with 

Patagonia made concrete through the famous piece of ‘brontosaurus skin’, 

immediately revealed in the book as the skin of a giant sloth or mylodon, which 

Chatwin had admired in his grandmother’s cabinet in Birmingham.  The search for a 

replacement for this skin provides the quest narrative that seems to organise In 

Patagonia – inasmuch as the book has an organisation.  Chatwin would later be very 

elusive about questions of truth and fiction, but in this instance – early in In 

Patagonia – he is happy for the brontosaurus story to be replaced by the “less 

romantic” giant sloth version which, he says, “had the merit of being true”.6 

Charley Milward dominates the last quarter of In Patagonia, displacing his better-

known contemporary, Lucas Bridges, author of Uttermost Part of the Earth, one of 

Chatwin’s favourite books as a boy; even though the first person Chatwin actually met 

on his way south from Buenos Aires was Lucas Bridges’ son, David, who appears in 

In Patagonia as Bill Philips.7  The Bridges family story certainly offered an example 

of English virtues to which Chatwin was drawn.  One of the very few passages 

actually describing Chatwin’s physical travelling in Patagonia is the walk from 

Harberton, the Bridges’ English house, named after a village in Devon, to Viamonte, 

their huge estate on the Atlantic coast of Patagonia, along a road built by Lucas 

Bridges and walked by him and his family in several epic passages in Uttermost Part 
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of the Earth.  Here, for once, Chatwin is happy to quite literally follow footsteps in 

homage to another writer.8 

There may be a number of reasons why Milward displaces Bridges.  Lucas Bridges 

was born in Patagonia and was an Argentine citizen: he may have been just too rooted 

for Chatwin to adopt as an ancestor, despite the childhood fascination with his book.  

As an unpublished writer and English eccentric abroad, Milward perhaps offered 

Chatwin an image of how he thinks he might have ended up if he had lived two 

generations earlier: Milward’s brand of comic eccentricity might have been ultimately 

more amenable.  But, I want to argue, the displacement also suggests something more 

important to the structure and theme of In Patagonia, as Chatwin struggles with just 

what Englishness might mean in this Patagonian context. 

Because the narrative structure of In Patagonia is so attenuated, the interpretative 

focus tends to fall on how seriously to read that quest for the mylodon skin.  In his 

description of the end of the quest, Chatwin talks about what he calls his “ridiculous 

journey” to find a few red hairs embedded in mylodon dung – not exactly the Golden 

Fleece, as Chatwin himself said, in a tone of defensive bathos which is itself not 

exactly uncommon in English travel writing.9  And yet he also admits to being 

“immensely pleased” at the find, and he did carry the trophy in triumph to his cousin’s 

house in Santiago: as her husband later reported, the dung was odourless but Bruce 

was somewhat whiffy.10  This authorial ambivalence suggests that the sloth needs to 

be brought in for further questioning. 

 

3 

Lucas Bridges’ title phrase comes from missionary discourse – the Biblical injunction 

“And you shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem... and unto the uttermost part 

of the earth” (Acts 1:8).  But the phrase ‘uttermost part of the earth’ also gained a 

different kind of resonance in the late nineteenth century.  The imperial science of 

biogeography, developed out of the work of Darwin and Wallace, viewed those 

people who were perceived to live in the realms furthest away from Europe as also 

furthest away in behaviour, representing the very lowest form of humanity, the very 

earliest stages of human development, in effect human fossils that had survived only 

because no more advanced human society had been interested in the lands they 
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occupied.  ‘Uttermost parts of the earth’ reappears in this discourse as a sign of 

expulsion: only the weakest could be forced to live in such places, of which Patagonia 

and Tasmania became the two archetypes.11  Chatwin’s giant sloth offers ‘truth’ in the 

form of science replacing the myth of the brontosaurus, but the particular science 

guaranteeing that truth was a deeply imperial project for which that sloth stood as a 

crucial symbol.  For John Lubbock, writing about ‘prehistoric times’ in 1865, the 

unspeakable South American native, offering a living vision of stone-age savagery, 

was for the prehistorian exactly what the fossil sloth was for the geologist.12  The 

sloth was the emblem of Patagonia, congruent with its surviving indigenous 

population in that both offered keys to the prehistoric past, but also symbolic of that 

population’s lumbering slowness: behind the times, at the back of history, the last in 

the human race.  That population’s subsequent genocide owed much to the scientific 

picture of Patagonia which had that sloth as its central image. 

Chatwin’s route through Patagonia was rarely straightforward, but the book’s 

narrative leads him generally south towards Tierra del Fuego before the final swerve 

up the Pacific coast to the cave on Last Hope Sound where he finds the mylodon 

dung.  The book’s central section – 49 out of 97 – goes out of its way to associate the 

first European accounts of Patagonians with Shakespeare’s creation of the figure of 

Caliban, a genuinely postcolonial moment in the book, which predates almost all 

postcolonial commentary on The Tempest.13  To travel south, as Chatwin later noted 

with reference to Dante, is to travel towards death, and that invocation of Caliban 

marks an increasing concern, throughout the third quarter of In Patagonia, with the 

genocide of the region’s indigenous population.14 

But to travel south is not only to travel towards scenes of death: “As you go south 

down the coast,” Chatwin writes, “the grass gets greener, the sheepfarms richer and 

the British more numerous”.15  There is an unresolved tension here.  The walk from 

Harberton to Viamonte is Chatwin’s connection with the heroic Englishness he 

remembers from his childhood reading of Bridges.  Thomas Bridges’ miraculously 

surviving Yamana dictionary is a welcome sign of the initial possibility of mutual 

understanding between colonists and native population.16  But the other kind of 

connection soon becomes unavoidable.  As one old man fondly remembers, with no 

wasted words: “Manager always English.  Indian kill sheep.  English kill Indian”.17  
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Ushuaia was the first English settlement on Tierra del Fuego: perhaps the most 

resonantly gravid sentence in In Patagonia is “I left Ushuaia as from an unwanted 

tomb”.18 

The resonances here are complex.  Chatwin visited Patagonia just after the military 

coup in Chile and just before the one in Argentina, too soon to get much of a sense of 

what was to follow – though he talks of the “concentration camp” on Dawson Island 

where Allende’s ministers are being held, and where he is not allowed to land.19  

After Chatwin left South America, many of Pinochet’s victims were tortured and 

killed on this island, previously a missionary concentration camp where thou

Patagonian Indians had died earlier in the century.  As the Argentine writer, David 

Viñas said some years later, making the connection explicit: the indigenous people 

were the region’s first “desaparecidos”.

sands of 

20 

 I have been arguing that there is a case to be made for Chatwin’s book to be read 

as postcolonial in an exemplary sense of that word – struggling with deeply embedded 

colonial attitudes, gesturing towards an understanding of histories of resistance, 

partially translating a journey of cultural and historical discovery into a mythological 

voyage, and finally turning with perhaps rather desperate relief to the stories of his 

English cousin, a comic figure for what often – perhaps against its best instincts – 

usually reads like a comic genre.  Ultimately, the sloth is allowed to retain its 

symbolic Englishness as an eccentric exile, repressing the glimpse we get of its place 

within imperial science and the genocidal practices authorised by that science. 

 

4 

If Milward is Chatwin’s most clearly acknowledged intertext, with Bridges partially 

acknowledged, the most interesting of the unacknowledged intertexts to In Patagonia 

might well be Daniel Defoe’s A New Voyage Round the World.  For most of his adult 

life Defoe was obsessed by his South Sea project, a scheme to establish an English 

colony somewhere in South America.  The actual location changed, but by the 1720s 

he had settled on southern South America, Patagonia, as the ideal region; and in 1725 

he wrote A New Voyage Round the World as a piece of fictional propaganda for this 

scheme.21 
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A New Voyage is written as a factual travel account, difficult of contradiction 

because its circumnavigation is, as the full title spells out, “by a course never sailed 

before”, including a land traverse from Pacific to Atlantic across the Andes never 

before attempted, so there are no competing witnesses.  The book also interweaves 

itself with genuine travel accounts, borrowing liberally from the writers Defoe at the 

same time discredits as boring and unreliable.  However, A New Voyage reads to us 

today as a strange book because it is almost devoid of interest in character, which 

became so fundamental an aspect of the novel genre later in the eighteenth century; so 

A New Voyage has usually been read either as a fraud, sometimes linked with Defoe’s 

supposed authorship of Robert Drury’s book about his fifteen years’ captivity on 

Madagascar, or ignored completely, as it is in many critical studies of Defoe. 

A New Voyage could be contextualised in the following shorthand manner.  Travel 

writing entered a new phase in 1697, with the publication of William Dampier’s A 

New Voyage Round the World – where Defoe got his title – which was followed by 

several other accounts of circumnavigations.22  In part Dampier’s success was due to 

a keen ethnographic eye coupled with a plain but descriptively detailed prose style, a

model of the superiority of experience and witness over book-learning, precisely the 

elements which Ian Watt once emphasised as crucial for the development of the 

novel.

 

23  Travel writing is given some credit, though probably not enough, and 

certainly not by Watt, for its implication in the development of novelistic conventions.  

Roughly speaking, the more central Defoe is seen to the establishment of the novel, 

the more highly is rated the importance of travel writing to that genre.  Between 1719 

and 1725 Defoe produced a sustained burst of literary experimentation, much of 

which borrowed material from travel writing and, more to the point, aped its form.24  

Many of those experiments raised the issues of authority and veracity then, and still, 

at the heart of travel writing, and perhaps never entirely absent from at least realist 

forms of prose fiction.25 

Even more clearly than Robinson Crusoe, A New Voyage draws on travel accounts, 

particularly, of course, accounts of circumnavigations such as Dampier’s.  

Circumnavigations are arguably very special achievements and accounts of them 

make up a sub-genre within travel writing.  In the context of the globalisation of 

capitalism, circumnavigations have a particularly obvious symbolic import; in terms 
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of travel writing they almost always, at least during the eighteenth century, have the 

cachet of genuine exploration associated with them.  Defoe was blasé about 

circumnavigations for his own purposes – as always he wanted to stress how easy the 

flow of trade could be almost anywhere in the world, whatever the seeming difficulty 

of the conditions – but it was not long before Anson’s major circumnavigatory 

expedition proved again for the eighteenth century how dangerous such voyages 

actually were, and how few men – if any at all – tended to return from them.26  

Chatwin, incidentally, claims that the first adult book he read was Joshua Slocum’s 

account of his circumnavigation, the first solo one. 

Within the narratives of circumnavigation, Patagonia was traditionally the hellish 

place to be passed through on the way to the paradise of the South Seas.  With 

engaging perversity, Defoe wanted to reverse the imagery and therefore he had to 

reverse the direction of the journey.  His ship heads from England to Patagonia but 

contrary winds constantly force it back across the Atlantic and it eventually sails 

round the Cape of Good Hope, enters the Pacific from the east, and approaches 

Patagonia, as it were, from the rear, which enables the description of the region’s 

colonial possibilities to occupy the narratively necessary place at the book’s climax, 

immediately prior to the rapidly described return to England.  In a familiar trope, what 

Defoe’s sailors find in Patagonia is exactly what they had left behind in England.  

Right in the middle of the Patagonian coast, they find a cross erected by an earlier 

English explorer, with an inscription saying that he had taken possession of that 

country in the name of Charles the Second: “indeed,” says Defoe’s narrator, 

“excepting that it was not inhabited by Englishmen, and cultivated, planted, and 

enclosed after the English manner, I never saw a country so much like England”.27  

What it reminds them of, in particular, is Salisbury Plain, an area Defoe was 

particularly enthusiastic about, once calling it superior to Arcadia in its number of 

sheep and shepherds;28 and this was precisely his image of what Patagonia could 

become.  It took a while, but Defoe’s vision of a British settlement in southern 

Patagonia eventually came to pass, partially through the efforts of the Bridges’ family; 

and the sheep and shepherds followed, some of them British, many of them employed 

by Argentinian and Chilean entrepreneurs.  Whether they knew it or not – and I doubt 
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if they did – it was Defoe’s vision of Patagonia that Bridges brought into being and 

for which Chatwin wrote his double-edged elegy. 

 

5 

With its 97 sections averaging less than two pages, something of In Patagonia’s 

attraction as a new kind of travel book for the late twentieth century seemed to be that 

it did not contain a great deal about travelling.  Reviewers used terms such as 

“mosaic”, “tapestry”, “jigsaw”, “collage”, suggesting that the travel book had finally 

dragged itself into the early twentieth century by learning the techniques of the 

modernist novel.29  Chatwin himself was clear that what he was doing was applying 

techniques borrowed from fiction to “actual bits of travel”.30  Jonathan Cape 

marketted In Patagonia as a travel book, but soon after publication Chatwin asked 

that the book be taken out of the travel category, and that the US edition convey 

various points which he felt had been misunderstood: one of these was that the book 

was a traditional story of a “hunt for a strange animal in a remote land” – or what a 

contemporary letter calls a “modern wonder voyage”; while another expressed a 

preference for leaving the reader with a choice between two journeys – the actual 

journey to Patagonia in 1975 and what Chatwin called “a symbolic voyage which is a 

meditation on restlessness and exile”.31 

This is a particularly telling set of complaints and requests.  The idea of the “hunt 

for a strange animal” carries the kind of mythical and literary precedent which would 

lend ballast to In Patagonia (and suggests that Chatwin did not always regard his 

journey as “ridiculous”).  But if In Patagonia recounts a voyage, then it is a travel 

book, however much the word “wonder” wants to blur the edges of that term: nobody 

was suggesting, least of all Chatwin himself, that he had not been to Patagonia at all 

or seen the things he said he had seen.  The so-called reader’s choice between journey 

and voyage – between the literally quotidian and something more resonantly 

metaphorical – is not really a choice.  That combination exists to some degree in 

almost all travel writing: all narrative tends to turn journey into voyage just as it turns 

chronicle into history.  However, Chatwin’s retreat to the symbolic is uncannily 

similar to the defence that Defoe offered to the rather sophisticated attack on 

Robinson Crusoe delivered soon after its publication by the hack writer Charles 
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Gildon.32  In response to Gildon pressing Defoe on his claim about the veracity of 

Robinson Crusoe, Defoe muddied the waters in his usual fashion by having his 

fictional character then swear a legal deposition to the truth of his story; but at the 

same time Defoe moved back to one of the traditional defences of fiction by claiming 

that the falseness of Crusoe’s adventures is excusable when the book is read as 

parable or allegory, the equivalent to Chatwin’s recourse to the “symbolic voyage”. 

As with Defoe’s works, Chatwin’s In Patagonia seems to have hit a critical nerve 

pertaining to the relationship between fiction and non-fiction, though Chatwin 

responded to the debate with an uncertainty and self-contradiction that contrasted 

sharply with Defoe’s confidence and audacity.  In some ways, of course, the two cases 

are mirror-images: Defoe wrote fiction which passed – or seemed to pass – as non-

fiction, at a moment before imaginative prose fiction had become a respectable 

literary genre; while Chatwin wrote non-fiction which he seemed on reflection to 

want to pass as fiction, partly to bypass the ethical considerations of veracity, which 

he found limiting, and partly to gain access to the category of ‘literature’ to which – 

partly thanks to Defoe – prose fiction now comfortably belongs. 

Those ethical considerations have swelled considerably in the years after 

Chatwin’s death, with various parties offended at what they see as Chatwin’s deceit in 

not telling them that he was a writer or at the way in which Patagonia and its history is 

portrayed.  Several people who Chatwin spoke with, and scores who he did not, have 

seemed very keen to speak with writers who have come after, often to bury Chatwin 

rather than to praise him.33  None of this, interestingly enough, and perhaps 

surprisingly, seems actually to have done much damage to the fundamental credibility 

of In Patagonia.  I suggested earlier that despite its tone of disengagement and its 

obsession with eccentricity, In Patagonia is a rather more serious book than it 

pretends to be.  Perhaps, in what would be another interesting twist, it might turn out 

that Chatwin invented rather less than he suggested he did during those years 

following the book’s publication. 

The matter of fiction remains fraught, as our vocabulary suggests, with words like 

‘invention’ and ‘imagination’ and ‘fiction’ itself capable of such radically different 

connotations in different circumstances; and ‘fiction’ registering as a term in fields as 

diverse as epistemology and rhetoric as well as in literature.  Fiction and non-fiction 
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are not in themselves genres: they are better described as metagenres, which establish 

their relationship with readers largely through explicit or implicit reading contracts.34  

That division has remained fundamental to Western practices of reading and writing 

since the mid eighteenth century.  Within those terms, travel writing is a non-fictional 

genre.  Part of the underlying problem in studying travel writing is that non-fictional 

genres, with the possible exception of autobiography, have never been afforded 

detailed analysis of their rhetorical techniques, but, like all non-fictional genres, travel 

writing uses the rhetorical resources of writing and narration to make its text through 

techniques of condensation, plotting, selection, and paraphrase.  At one end of the 

genre’s wide spectrum of mode and tone, comic exaggeration flourishes, without ever 

confusing readers as to its status and claims35 but, however much fiction travel 

writing may contain, the overarching contract with the reader remains non-fictional. 

Chatwin’s own views on these matters were fluid.  When saying he did not want to 

be called a travel writer, he claimed that the borderline between fiction and non-

fiction is “extremely arbitrary” and “invented by publishers”.36  Then in one of his 

interviews, Chatwin offered an unconvincingly arithmetical definition: In Patagonia 

does not have too many lies, so its status is unclear, but if you added up all the 

inventions in The Songlines then that work is clearly fictional. But when pressed as to 

where the actual dividing line lies between fiction and non-fiction in his work, his 

response was: “I don’t think there is one.  There definitely should be, but I don’t know 

where it is”; which comes close to admitting that the ethical imperative of non-fiction 

has been obscured in his work: there should be a dividing line but he has lost a sense 

of where it is.37  To embrace fiction, as Chatwin did in The Songlines, must have 

seemed a safer option, but he trailed enough débris of his “actual bits of travel” into 

the final pages of The Songlines to trouble his identification of it as a novel: not, I 

think, an identification that many readers feel comfortable with. 

Finally, Chatwin’s own confusion about the status of In Patagonia seems to belong 

to a particular moment.  The US novelist E. L. Doctorow was ploughing a similar 

furrow when he claimed in 1977, the year of In Patagonia’s publication, that “There 

is no fiction or nonfiction as we commonly understand the distinction: there is only 

narrative”.38  Bill Buford, introducing Granta’s first travel writing special in 1984, 

with Chatwin as a prime example, celebrated what he called travel writing’s 
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“wonderful ambiguity, somewhere between fact and fiction”.39  It is telling that Ian 

Jack, introducing a reprint of the same volume in 1998, could suggest that none of the 

writers in the anthology would be very happy with Buford’s description.  “[W]hen I 

first read writers such as Chatwin and Theroux”, Jack says, “I needed to believe that 

the account was as honest a description of what had happened to the writer, of what he 

or she had seen and heard, as the writer could manage”.  And he still does, he says: we 

need to believe that the travel writer “did not make it up”.40 

There was a moment – call it the postmodern moment if you like – when Buford’s 

ambiguity between fact and fiction seemed “wonderful”, at least to some people.  Less 

so, these days, I think, at least in part because of the powerful assaults on fact made 

by David Irving and other holocaust deniers.  Last year, when Binjamin Wilkomirski 

defended his invented memoir of wartime childhood, which had been originally 

awarded the Jewish Quarterly’s non-fiction prize, he tried to argue that it had always 

been the free choice of the reader to read his book as “literature” or to take it as a 

“personal document”; an argument which did not wash with those who felt deceived 

(which included those who had awarded him the prize).41  David Stoll’s recent 

charges against Rigoberta Menchú’s memoir have created even more controversy, 

although that case raises cross-cultural issues about the nature of testimony and 

witness which are much less easily settled.42  The point is that this dividing line 

between fiction and non-fiction – however difficult to negotiate – does still matter to 

us, perhaps even more than it used to. 
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